EIS CloudCore Overview

Accelerate your business.
Make the shift to SaaS.
Chances are your company already uses Software-as-a-Service
for business activities like collaboration, CRM, and financial
management. SaaS is simply a deployment method in which
you access an application online through a subscription rather
than licensing and installing it in your own data center.
SaaS offers many benefits over traditional software delivery
models. Until recently, though, it has not been widely available
for deploying the systems that administer quotes, policies,
billing, claims, and other insurance core systems.
Unlike cloud-hosted “modern legacy” insurance systems, EIS
CloudCore is a truly cloud-native, API-first insurance platform
that makes the benefits of SaaS a reality for insurers in any line
of business. EIS CloudCore allows insurers to take full advantage of the cloud to innovate and operate like a tech company:
fast, simple, agile.

73%
IT departments spend 73% of
their existing budget for the
maintenance of on-premises
and cloud-hosted systems.
Source: Grant Thornton

EIS takes care of it all
EIS CloudCore offloads resource-intensive activities from your IT department. By handling the following underlying tech burdens for you, EIS enables your teams to focus on business innovation, delivering value to customers, and creating the future
of insurance.
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Lead with speed. Run on EIS CloudCore.
EIS is the SaaS insurance platform that frees you to rapidly transform your business and offer innovative personalized products
and customer experiences — giving you a speed and agility advantage over emerging and established competitors.

BUS I N E SS B E N E FI TS
Go live sooner

Innovate faster

Build your ecosystem

Cloud-native SaaS platforms accelerate
the start-up process to deliver benefits
sooner. EIS provides everything you
need out-of-the-box to configure products,
processes, and customer experiences
to your unique operational and market
requirements.

Low code configuration and pre-built
connectors and extensions allow
non-technical staff to test, build, and
launch new products quickly. Speed
time to market by easily iterating on
products, even across multiple lines
of business.

EIS can be easily integrated with
other platforms and cloud solutions
using an expansive library of APIs.
APIs allow you to create an ecosystem
of suppliers, insurtechs, applications,
and third-party data sources to deliver
differentiated value to customers.

No upfront costs

Flexible accounting

Scale as you grow

An EIS CloudCore subscription is all-inclusive. Let EIS take over the burden of
application and infrastructure management along with the core insurance
software subscription. No need to
buy servers, subscribe to cloud infrastructure, hire and train infrastructure
engineers, and monitor 24x7x365. We
do that for you.

From CapEx to OpEx. With EIS
CloudCore you get one predictable
subscription price that replaces the
variability in infrastructure, human
resources, and IT expenses. Minimize
both your tangible and intangible
expenses while eliminating
technical debt.

Get peace of mind knowing you can
control and predict the cost of your
core systems each year. Our model is
designed to deliver true economies
of scale; the larger you grow, the
lower the incremental expense for
core systems.

Application updates

Control operational risk

Ensure business continuity

Eliminate “big-bang” software upgrades
that can lead to system outages and
broken integrations. EIS delivers application updates that maximize your
functionality and reduce your cost of
ownership while allowing you to focus
on what drives your business: innovation
and product development.

Our platform offers 24x7x365 resiliency
built on a distributed architecture
that natively scales and maintains
redundancy through replication. Our
security and compliance program
continuously protects your investment.

Connect to your core systems from
anywhere at any time. Users have
browser-based access to the functions
they need while backend systems and
third parties can securely connect to
the services and events they need.

F I NAN C I A L B E N E FI TS

T E C H NI C A L B E N E FITS

Start your journey to SaaS insurance today
Insurance has changed. Fast-paced insurtechs and startups are offering customers digital experiences and
personalized coverage that many carriers can’t keep up with. Transform your business with EIS. We are the
cloud-native insurance platform built to help you become the insurer customers want you to be.
Curious about how a SaaS approach to insurance core-systems technology can help you rapidly deliver
business value? We are dedicated to your success. Reach out for a conversation on how EIS can help you
innovate and operate like a tech company: fast, simple, agile.

Learn more about how EIS can transform your insurance business.
Visit EISGroup.com or contact an insurance technology expert via info@eisgroup.com.
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